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ABSTRACT BETH DEFINABILITY IN INSTITUTIONS

MARIUS PETRIA∗ AND RĂZVAN DIACONESCU

Abstract. This paper studies definability within the theory of institutions, a version of abstract model
theory that emerged in computing science studies of software specification and semantics. We generalise
the concept of definability to arbitrary logics, formalised as institutions, and we develop three general
definability results. One generalises the classical Beth theorem by relying on the interpolation properties of
the institution. Another relies on ametaBirkhoffaxiomatizability property of the institution and constitutes
a source for many new actual definability results, including definability in (fragments of) classical model
theory. The third one gives a set of sufficient conditions for ‘borrowing’ definability properties from another
institution via an ‘adequate’ encoding between institutions.
The power of our general definability results is illustrated with several applications to (many-sorted)

classical model theory and partial algebra, leading for example to definability results for (quasi-)varieties
of models or partial algebras. Many other applications are expected for the multitude of logical systems
formalised as institutions from computing science and logic.

§1. Introduction.
1.1. Institution-independent model theory. The theory of “institutions” [26] is a
categorical abstract model theory which formalises the intuitive notion of logical
system, including syntax, semantics, and the satisfaction between them. It provides
the most complete form of abstract model theory, the only one including signature
morphisms, model reducts, and even mappings (morphisms) between logics as
primary concepts. Institution have been recently also extended towards proof
theory [40, 19] in the spirit of categorical logic [31].
The concept of institution arose within computing science (algebraic specifica-
tion) in response to the population explosion among logics in use there, with the
ambition of doing as much as possible at a level of abstraction independent of com-
mitment to any particular logic [26, 44, 21]. Besides its extensive use in specification
theory (it has become the most fundamental mathematical structure in algebraic
specification theory), there have been several substantial developments towards an
“institution-independent” (abstract) model theory [48, 49, 14, 16, 15, 25, 24]. A
textbook dedicated to this topic is under preparation [20] and [18] is a recent survey.
The significance of institution-independent model theory is manifold. First, it
provides model theoretic results and analysis for various logics in a generic way.
Apart of reformulation of standard concepts and results in a very general setting,
thus applicable to many logical systems, institution-independent model theory has
already produced a serie of new significant results in classical model theory [16, 25].
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Then, institution-independent model theory provides a new top-down way of
doingmodel theory,making explicit the generality andpower of concepts by placing
them at the right level of abstraction and thus extracting the essence of the results
independently of the largely irrelevant details of the particular logic in use. This
leads to a deeper conceptual understanding guided by a structurally clean causality.
Concepts come naturally as presumptive features that “a logic” might exhibit or
not, hypotheses are kept as general as possible and introduced on a by-need basis,
results and proofs are modular and easy to track down despite their sometimes very
deep content.
1.2. Summary and contributions of this work. In this paper we study the (Beth)
definability problem within an abstract institutional framework, and by applying
our general results to actual institutions we obtain a series of concrete results (some
known, others new) in classical model theory and in partial algebra.
The basis of this approach is given by our novel institution-independent concept
of definability for (arbitrary) signature morphisms, which is not only a natural
abstraction of the situation when one considers (the definability of) a new symbol,
but also generalises the classical concept of definability from inclusive signature
morphisms to any signature morphism. More explicitly, the classical definability
problem of a new (relational) symbol � with respect to a given signature Σ, which
determines a signature inclusion Σ ↪→ Σ ∪ {�} is generalised and abstracted to any
signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′ in any institution. We argue that this is the right
concept of definability.
At such level of generality, even the inclusion of explicit definability into the
implicit definability is not a trivial problem anymore. We show that in order for
this to hold, it is sufficient to impose only a very mild restriction on the signature
morphisms, which in the actual (many sorted) situations requires only surjectivity
of the sorts mapping.
The core of our paper consists of the study of the other inclusion, of the implicit
definability into the explicit definability. In one section we develop a generic Beth
theorem generalising the classical one to an institution-independent setting assum-
ing Craig-Robinson interpolation [46, 52, 22], which although in general is stronger
than the usual Craig interpolation, is in fact equivalent to the latter when the actual
institution has implications and is compact [22].
In another section we develop another definability result which has a complemen-
tary range of applications with respect to the definability result via interpolation.
This is based on assuming a meta Birkhoff axiomatizability property for the institu-
tion rather thanCraig-Robinson interpolation, which is formalised by the “Birkhoff
institutions” of [16]. It is interesting to notice that our definability result via meta
Birkhoff axiomatizability requires rather different conditions than the interpolation
result of [16]. This can be seen as a further indication that interpolation cannot
be used for this class of definability results and demounts the common view of the
causality relation between interpolation and definability. We illustrate the power of
our general definability via axiomatizability theorem by developing several applica-
tions in (fragments of) classical model theory and partial algebra, most of them new
up to our knowledge. These include definability results for various (quasi-)varieties
of first order models and partial algebras. Other similar concrete results can be
derived for a multitude of other logical systems just by following the same steps as
for the above mentioned institutions.
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The next section studies a completely different kind of technique, verymuch in the
spirit of institution theory, for establishing definability results. Instead of developing
directly a definability result within an actual institution, one may ‘borrow’ it from
a simpler, or better understood, institution via an adequate encoding, expressed
as institution ‘comorphisms’ [28], of the former into the latter. Here we develop a
general ‘borrowing’ definability theorem and illustrate its applicability power with
several examples. For example, we can export smoothly the definability property
of (full) first order logic to (full) first order partial algebra, and we can also obtain
again the definability results for quasi-varieties of partial algebras in an alternative
way without having to rely upon a Quasi-Variety Theorem for partial algebras.
Although our paper focuses on definability, it also needs to review a series of
institution-independent model theoretic concepts, most of them developed quite
recently, such as elementary diagrams [15], internal logic [47, 14], filtered products
[14], interpolation [47, 16], Birkhoff institutions [16].

§2. Institutions.
Categories. We assume the reader is familiar with basic notions and standard
notations from category theory; e.g., see [33] for an introduction to this subject.
Here we recall very briefly some of them. By way of notation, |C| denotes the class
of objects of a category C, C(A,B) the set of arrows with domain A and codomain
B, and composition is denoted by “;” and in diagrammatic order. The category
of sets (as objects) and functions (as arrows) is denoted by Set, and CAT is the
category of all categories.1 The opposite of a categoryC (obtained by reversing the
arrows of C) is denoted Cop.
For any object A ∈ |C|, the comma category A/C has pairs (B,f : A → B) as
objects and h ∈ C(B,B ′) with f; h = f′ as arrows (B,f)→ (B ′, f′).

A
f ��

f′
������

��
���

� B

h

��
B ′

A class of arrows S ⊆ C in a category C is stable under pushouts if for any pushout
square in C

• u ��

��

•

��•
u′

�� •

u′ ∈ S whenever u ∈ S .
Institutions. An institutionI = (SigI ,SenI ,ModI , |=I ) consists of
1. a category SigI , whose objects are called signatures,
2. a functor SenI: SigI → Set, giving for each signature a set whose elements
are called sentences over that signature,

1Strictly speaking, this is only a quasi-category living in a higher set-theoretic universe.
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3. a functor ModI: (SigI )op → CAT giving for each signature Σ a category
whose objects are called Σ-models, and whose arrows are called Σ-(model)
morphisms, and

4. a relation |=IΣ ⊆ |ModI (Σ)| × SenI (Σ) for each Σ ∈ |SigI |, called Σ-satis-
faction,

such that for each morphism ϕ : Σ→ Σ′ in SigI , the satisfaction condition

M ′ |=IΣ′ SenI (ϕ)(�) iffModI (ϕ)(M ′) |=IΣ �
holds for eachM ′ ∈ |ModI (Σ′)| and � ∈ SenI (Σ). We denote the reduct functor
ModI (�) by �ϕ and the sentence translation SenI (ϕ) by ϕ( ). WhenM =M ′�ϕ
we say thatM is a ϕ-reduct ofM ′, and thatM ′ is a ϕ-expansion ofM . When there
is no danger of ambiguity, we may skip the superscripts from the notations of the
entities of the institution; for example SigI may be simply denoted Sig.
General assumption: We assume that all our institutions are such that satisfaction
is invariant under model isomorphism, i.e., if Σ-models M,M ′ are isomorphic,
denotedM ∼=Σ M ′, thenM |=Σ � iffM ′ |=Σ � for all Σ-sentences �.
In any institution, a signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′ is conservative when each
Σ-model has at least one ϕ-expansion.
An institution is compact if for each set of sentences E and each sentence e, if
E |= e then there exists a finite subset E ′ ⊆ E such that E ′ |= e.
Example 2.1. Let FOL be the institution of many sorted first order logic with
equality. Its signatures (S, F, P) consist of a set of sort symbolsS, a setF of function
symbols, and a set P of relation symbols. Each function or relation symbol comes
with a string of argument sorts, called arity, and for functions symbols, a result sort.
Fw→s denotes the set of function symbols with arity w and sort s , and Pw the set of
relation symbols with arity w. We assume that each sort has at least one constant
(null arity function symbol). Signature morphisms map the three components in a
compatible way.
ModelsM are first order structures interpreting each sort symbol s as a setMs ,
each function symbol � as a functionM� from the product of the interpretations of
the argument sorts to the interpretation of the result sort, and each relation symbol
� as a subsetM� of the product of the interpretations of the argument sorts. Note
that each sort interpretationMs is non-empty since it contains the interpretation of
at least one constant.
Sentences are the usual first order sentences built from equational and relational
atoms by iterative application of logical connectives and quantifiers. Sentence
translations rename the sorts, function, and relation symbols. For each signature
morphism ϕ, the reduct M ′�ϕ of a model M ′ is defined by (M ′�ϕ)x = M ′

ϕ(x)
for each x sort, function, or relation symbol from the domain signature of ϕ.
The satisfaction of sentences by models is the usual Tarskian satisfaction defined
inductively on the structure of the sentences.
The institution PL of propositional logic can be obtained as the sub-institution of
FOL by considering only the signatures for which the set of sorts is empty.
A universal Horn sentence in FOL for a signature (S, F, P) is a sentence of the
form (∀X )H ⇒ C , where H is a finite conjunction of (relational or equational)
atoms and C is a (relational of equational) atom, and H ⇒ C is the implication
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of C by H . The sub-institution HCL, Horn clause logic, of FOL has the same
signatures and models as FOL but only universal Horn sentences as sentences.
An algebraic signature (S, F ) is just a FOL signature without relation symbols.
The sub-institution ofHCLwhich restricts the signatures only to the algebraic ones
and the sentences to universally quantified equations is called equational logic and
is denoted by EQL.
The extension of FOL allowing conjunctions of sets of sentences is denoted
FOL∞,� , the extension ofHCL allowing infinitary conjunctions in the premises H
of the Horn sentences (∀X )H ⇒ C is denoted HCL∞, the sub-institution of FOL
with universal disjunctions of atoms as sentences by ∀∨, its infinitary extension by
∀∨∞.
Example 2.2. The institution PA of partial algebra [9] is defined as follows.
A partial algebraic signature is a tuple (S,TF,PF), where TF is the set of total
operations and PF is the set of partial operations.
A partial algebra is just like an ordinary algebra but interpreting the operations
of PF as partial rather than total functions. A partial algebra homomorphism
h : A → B is a family of (total) functions {hs : As → Bs}s∈S indexed by the set
of sorts S of the signature such that hw(A�(a)) = B�(hs (a)) for each operation
� : w → s and each string of arguments a ∈ Aw for which A�(a) is defined.
The sentences have three kinds of atoms: definedness def(t), strong equality t s= t′,
and existence equality t e= t′. The definedness def(t) of a term t holds in a partial
algebra A when the interpretation At of t is defined. The strong equality t

s= t′

holds when both terms are undefined or both of them are defined and are equal.
The existence equality t e= t′ holds when both terms are defined and are equal.2 The
sentences are formed from these atoms by logical connectives and quantification
over total variables.
A (universal ) quasi-existence equation [9] is an infinitary Horn sentence in the
infinitary extension PA∞,� of PA of the form

(∀X )
∧
i∈I
(ti

e= t′i )⇒ (t e= t′).

Let QE(PA) be the sub-institution of PA∞,� which restricts the sentences only to
quasi-existence equations,QE1(PA) the institution of the quasi-existence equations
that have either t or t′ ‘already defined’,3 and QE2(PA) institution of the quasi-
existence equations that have both t and t′ ‘already defined’, and let QE�k (PA) =
PA ∩QEk(PA) be their finitary versions.
Notation 2.3 (Classes of signature morphisms). A FOL (or PA) signature
morphism is an (xyz)-morphism, with x, y, x ∈ {i, s, b, ∗} (where i stands for ‘injec-
tive’, s for ‘surjective’, b for ‘bijective’, and ∗ for ‘all’) when the sort component has
the property x, the operation (total operation) component has the property y, and
the relation (partial operation) component has the property z.

2Notice that def(t) is equivalent to t e= t and that t s= t′ is equivalent to (t e= t′)∨(¬def(t)∧¬def(t′)).
3They occur as subterms of the terms of the equations in the premise or are formed only from total

operation symbols.
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For example, a (ss∗)-morphism of signatures in FOL is surjective on the sorts
and on the operations, while a (bis)-morphism of signatures inPA is bijective on the
sorts, is injective on the total operations, and is surjective on the partial operations.

A brief random list of examples of institutions in use in computing science may
also include rewriting [36], higher-order [7], polymorphic [45], temporal [23], pro-
cess [23], behavioural [5], coalgebraic [12], object-oriented [27], and multi-algebraic
(for non-determinism) [32] logics.
Theories. For any signature Σ in an institution I, a Σ-theory is any set of Σ-
sentences.
• For each Σ-theory E, let E∗ = {M ∈ Mod(Σ) |M |=Σ e for each e ∈ E}, and
• For each classM of Σ-models, letM∗ = {e ∈ Sen(Σ) |M |=Σ e for eachM ∈

M}.
If E and E ′ are theories of the same signature, then E ′ ⊆ E∗∗ is denoted by
E |= E ′.
Two sentences, �1 and �2 of the same signature are semantically equivalent, de-
noted |=| when �1 |= �2 and �2 |= �1. Two models, M1 and M2 of the same
signature are elementarily equivalent, denotedM1 ≡M2, when they satisfy the same
sentences, i.e., {M1}∗ = {M2}∗. A class M of models (of the same signature) is
elementary whenM =M∗∗.
A theory morphism ϕ : (Σ, E)→ (Σ′, E ′) is just a signature morphism ϕ : Σ→ Σ′
such thatE ′ |= ϕ(E). The institutionI T ofI -theories has the category of theories
ThI ofI as its category of signatures, SenI

T

(Σ, E) = SenI (Σ), andModI
T

(Σ, E)
is the full subcategory ofModI consisting of the Σ-models satisfying E.
The rest of this section is devoted to a brief presentation of two of the most used
properties in institution-independent model theory, namely model amalgamation
and elementary diagrams.
Model amalgamation. Exactness properties for institutions formalise the possibil-
ity of amalgamatingmodels of different signatureswhen they are consistent on some
kind of ‘intersection’ of the signatures (formalised as a pushout square). An institu-
tionI is exact if and only if the model functorModI : (SigI )op → CAT preserves
finite limits. The institution is semi-exact if and only ifModI preserves pullbacks.
Semi-exactness is everywhere. Virtually all institutions formalising conventional
or non-conventional logics are at least semi-exact. In general the institutions of
many-sorted logics are exact, while those of unsorted (or one-sorted) logics are only
semi-exact [21]. However, in applications the important amalgamation property is
the semi-exactness rather than the full exactness. Moreover, in practice often the
weak4 version of exactness suffices [13, 51, 39].
The following amalgamation property is a direct consequence of semi-exactness.
The commuting square of signature morphisms

Σ
ϕ1 ��

ϕ2

��

Σ1

�1

��
Σ2

�2

�� Σ′

4In the sense of ‘weak’ universal properties [33] not requiring uniqueness.
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is an amalgamation square if and only if for each Σ1-modelM1 and a Σ2-modelM2
such thatM1�ϕ1 =M2�ϕ2 , there exists an unique Σ′-modelM ′, denotedM1 ⊗M2,
such thatM ′��1 = M1 andM ′��2 = M2. We can notice easily that in a semi-exact
institution each pushout square of signaturemorphisms is an amalgamation square.
The method of diagrams. The method of diagrams is one of the most important
conventional model theoretic methods. At the level of institution-independent
model theory, cf. [15] this is reflected as a categorical property which formalises the
idea that the class of model morphisms from a model M can be represented (by a
natural isomorphism) as a class of models of a theory in a signature extending the
original signature with syntactic entities determined by M . Elementary diagrams
can be seen as a coherence property between the semantic structure and the syntactic
structure of an institution. By following the basic principle that a structure is defined
by its homomorphisms, the semantical structure of an institution is given by its
model morphisms. On the other hand the syntactical structure of an institution is
essentially determined by its atomic sentences.
An institution I has elementary diagrams [15] iff for each signature Σ and each
Σ-model M , there exists a signature morphism �Σ(M ) : Σ → ΣM , “functorial” in
Σ andM , and a set EM of ΣM -sentences such thatMod(ΣM,EM ) and the comma
categoryM/Mod(Σ) are naturally isomorphic, i.e., the following diagram commutes
by the isomorphism iΣ,M “natural” in Σ andM

Mod(ΣM,EM )
iΣ,M ��

Mod(�Σ(M )) �������������� (M/Mod(Σ))

forgetful

��
Mod(Σ)

The signature morphism �Σ(M ) : Σ→ ΣM is called the elementary extension of Σ via
M and the set EM of ΣM -sentences is called the elementary diagram of the model
M . Note that i−1Σ,M (1M ) is the initial model of (ΣM ,EM ), which we denote asMM .
It is also easy to notice that for a given system of elementary extensions, the
canonical isomorphisms iΣ,M imply that the deductive closureE∗∗

M of the elementary
diagrams EM are unique.

Example 2.4. The standard systemof diagrams forFOL is defined as follows. For
any (S, F, P)-modelM , let (FM )→s = F→s ∪Ms , otherwise let (FM )w→s = Fw→s ,
and letMM be the (S, FM ,P)-expansion ofM such thatMm = m for eachm ∈M .
Then EM is the set of all (relational or equational) atoms satisfied byMM .
However, by varying the concept of model homomorphism one may also get
other elementary diagrams for the corresponding sub-institutions of FOL. For
example, when one restricts model homomorphisms to injective ones, EM consists
of all atoms and negations of atomic equations satisfied byMM , when one restricts
them to the closed ones (a (S, F, P)-model homomorphism h : M → N is closed if
M� = h−1(N�) for each � ∈ P), EM consists of all atoms and negations of atomic
relations satisfied by MM , and when one restricts them to closed injective model
homomorphisms, EM consists of all atoms and all negations of atoms satisfied
byMM .
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In similar ways, many institutions either from conventional logic or from com-
puting science, have elementary diagrams [15, 20].

Example 2.5. The standard elementary diagrams of the institution PA of partial
algebras is defined such that given a partial algebra A, the elementary extension
�(A) of its signature via A adds its elements as total constants and the elementary
diagram EA of A consists of all existence equations satisfied by AA, where AA is
the �(A)-expansion of A interpreting each of its elements by itself. Notice that PA,
QE(PA) and QE1(PA) admit the same elementary diagrams, but these elementary
diagrams are not QE2(PA)-sentences.

The institution-independent concept of elementary diagrams presented above
has been successfully used in a rather crucial way for developing several results
in institution-independent model theory, including (quasi-)variety theorems and
existence of free models for theories [15, 20], Robinson consistency and Craig
interpolation [25], Tarski elementary chain theorem [24], existence of (co)limits of
theory models [15], etc., while a quite different institution-independent version of
the method of diagrams has been used for developing quasi-variety theorems and
existence of free models within the framework of the so-called ‘abstract algebraic
institutions’ [48, 49].

§3. Abstract Beth definability. The classical definability problem inmodel theory
can be formulated as follows (see [11, 30]): for any FOL-signature (S, F, P), a
new relation symbol � is ‘implicitly’ defined by a theory E if and only if it is
‘explicitly’ defined by the same theory. � is implicitly defined when the forgetful
reductModFOL((S, F, P{�}), E)→ ModFOL(S, F, P) is injective, which in this case
can be formulated in a more syntactic but equivalent way as

E ∪ E[�/�′] |=(S,F,P�{�,�′}) (∀X )(�(X )⇔ �′(X ))
for any other new relation symbol �′ of the same arity andwhereE[�/�′] is the copy
of E in which � is replaced by �′, while � is explicity defined if � can be ‘defined’ by
an (S, F X,P)-sentence E�, i.e.,

E |=(S,F,P�{�}) (∀X )(�(X )⇔ E�)
where X a string of variables matching the arity of �.
Definability problem can be naturally formulated at the level of abstraction of
arbitrary institutions by abstracting signature inclusions (S, F, P) ↪→ (S, F, P{�})
to arbitrary signature morphisms. However the formulation of explicit definability
needs a little bit of preparation concerning the ‘internal logic’ of an institution
[14, 47].
For any signature Σ in an arbitrary institution, for any Σ-sentences �1 and �2, a
Σ-modelM satisfies �1 ⇔ �2, denotedM |= �1 ⇔ �2, whenM |= �1 if and only if
M |= �2. Similarly, one may easily define other ‘internal logical connectives’ such
as conjunction, disjunction, negation, implication, falsum, etc.
For any signature morphism 	 : Σ → Σ′ in an arbitrary institution, for any
Σ′-sentence � and any Σ-model M , we say that M satisfies (∀	)�, denoted by
M |= (∀	)�, if and only if each 	-expansion of M satisfies � in the institution.
The institution has universalD -quantification for a classD of signaturemorphisms,
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when for each (	 : Σ → Σ′) ∈ D and each � ∈ Sen(Σ′) there exists a Σ-sentence
semantically equivalent to (∀	)�.5 Notice that the concept of ‘internal quantifica-
tion’ captures ordinary quantification of the actual institutions, for example FOL
hasD -quantification forD the class of signature extensions with a finite number of
constants, while in the case of second order logic D is the class of signature (finite)
extensions with any relation and any operation symbols.
It is important to notice that one may use such ‘internal sentences’ in a pure
model-theoretic meaning even if they do not correspond to actual sentences of the
institution.

Definition 3.1. Let ϕ : Σ → Σ′ be a signature morphism and E ′ be a Σ′-theory.
Then ϕ

• is defined implicitly by E ′ if the reduct functor Mod(Σ′, E ′) → Mod(Σ) is
injective, and
• is defined (finitely) explicitly by E ′ if for each signature morphism � : Σ→ Σ1,
and each sentence � ∈ Sen(Σ′1), there exists a (finite) set of sentences E� ⊆
Sen(Σ1) such that

E ′ |=Σ′ (∀� ′)(� ⇔ ϕ1(E�))
where

Σ
ϕ ��

�

��

Σ′

�′

��
Σ1 ϕ1

�� Σ′1

is any pushout square of the span Σ1 Σ
��� ϕ ��Σ′ of signature morphisms.

Remark 3.2. Note that E� is a (finite) set of sentences rather than a single sen-
tence as in the classical formulations of definability. Although the ‘set of sentences’
and ‘the single sentence’ formulations coincide when the institution has conjunc-
tions, only the former gets the right concept of definability for institutions without
conjunctions, such as EQL,HCL, etc. This situation is very similar to that of inter-
polation, where the concept of interpolant which is meaningful for institutions not
necessarily having conjunctions is given by a set of sentences rather than by a single
sentence [43, 21, 16]; see also the definition of institution-independent interpolation
presented below and the discussion after.
One may define the concept of explicit definability such that the quantification
involved is admitted by the institution by requiring � to belong to a class D of
signature morphisms stable under pushouts such that the institution has universal
D -quantification. Because such condition would not affect the results of our paper,
for the simplicity of presentation we prefer the unrestricted version of the explicit
definability with � any signature morphism.

Remark 3.3. In actual institutions, it is common to have atomic sentences cor-
responding to (some) symbols in signatures. For example, in FOL for each relation

5Existential quantification is defined similarly.
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symbol � we have the atom �(X ). Similarly, in PA for each partial operation sym-
bol �, we have the atom def(�(X )). This means that explicit definability ensures a
uniform elimination of the symbol � from the sentences. Although this uniformity
cannot be expected at the level of Definition 3.1, it can be established easily in
the concrete applications on the basis of such correspondences between symbols of
signatures and atomic sentences.

One of the most important aspects of definability theory is to establish the re-
lationship between the implicit and the explicit definability. Although in classical
model theory and in most of the actual institutions, explicit definability implies very
easily the implicit definability, the abstract model theoretic framework shows this
is in fact a conditioned property holding for the signature morphisms satisfying a
certain condition which can be formulated by relying upon model amalgamation
and elementary diagrams.

Definition 3.4. In any semi-exact institution with elementary diagrams �, a
signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′ is �-tight when for all Σ′-models M ′ and N ′

with a common ϕ-reduct, M ′ ⊗ MM ≡ N ′ ⊗ NN implies M ′ = N ′ (where
M =M ′�ϕ = N ′�ϕ = N).

Σ
ϕ ��

�Σ(M )
��

Σ′

�′

��
ΣM ϕ1

�� Σ′1

Example 3.5. Consider the classical situation when ϕ is a signature morphism in
FOL adding one relation symbol �. Then the only possible difference betweenM ′

and N ′ could only be found in the difference betweenM ′
� and N

′
�. ButM

′
� = {X |

M ′ ⊗MM |= �(X )} = {X | N ′ ⊗NN |= �(X )} = N ′
�.

Remark 3.6. The situation of the above example is quite symptomatic for most
of the actual institutions. M ′ ⊗MM is just the expansion of M ′ interpreting the
elements ofM by themselves. ThereforeM ′ ⊗MM ≡ N ′ ⊗NN implies that each
atom in the extended signature is satisfied either by none or by both models, which
means that each symbol newly added by ϕ gets the same interpretation inM ′ and
N ′. This argument holds in all actual institutions in which models interpret the
symbols of the signatures as sets and functions, such institutions can be formalised
by the so-called concrete institutions of [6, 38].

The following helps to characterise the tight signature morphisms in the actual
institutions.

Fact 3.7. Let ϕ : Σ → Σ′ be a �-tight signature morphism in a semi-exact insti-
tution with elementary diagrams �. Then any two Σ′-models which are isomorphic
by a ϕ-expansion of an identity, are equal.

Proof. Let h : M ′ → N ′ be a Σ′-isomorphism such that h�ϕ is identity. Let
M = M ′�ϕ and N = N ′�ϕ . For the diagram of Definition 3.4 consider the
amalgamation h ⊗ 1MM ; this is also an isomorphism. Therefore M ′ ⊗MM and
N ′ ⊗NN are isomorphic, hence they are elementarily equivalent. By the definition
of ϕ being tight, we get thatM ′ = N ′. �
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Corollary 3.8. In FOL and PA (considered with the standard systems of ele-
mentary diagrams �), a signature morphism is �-tight if and only if it is an (s∗∗)-
morphism.

Proof. The surjectivity on the sorts is necessary because otherwise, given a Σ′-
model M ′ we may consider another Σ′-model N ′ which is like M ′ but interprets
the sorts outside image of the tight signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′ differently but
isomorphically toM ′. This gives a Σ′-isomorphism expanding a Σ-identity between
different Σ′-models, thus contradicting Fact 3.7.
The surjectivity on the sorts is also sufficient. We treat here only the case of FOL,
since PA may get a similar treatment. Consider the diagram of Definition 3.4. If
M ′⊗MM ≡ N ′⊗NN for Σ′-modelsM ′, N ′ with (M =)M ′�ϕ = N ′�ϕ(= N), then
for all operation symbols (� : w → s) ∈ Σ′ and all a ∈M ′

w = N
′
w and b ∈M ′

s = N
′
s ,

we have thatM ′ ⊗MM |= �(a) = b iff N ′ ⊗ NN |= �(a) = b. This means that
M ′
� = N

′
� . This argument can be extended to relation symbols too. �

Proposition 3.9. In any semi-exact institution with elementary diagrams �, each
�-tight signature morphism is defined implicitly whenever it is defined explicitly.

Proof. Let ϕ : Σ → Σ′ be a tight signature morphism which is explicitly defined
by E ′ ⊆ Sen(Σ′). We show that ϕ is defined implicitly by E ′. Let M ′, N ′ ∈
|Mod(Σ′, E ′)| withM ′�ϕ = N ′�ϕ.
It suffices to show thatM ′ ⊗MM is elementarily equivalent to N ′ ⊗ NN , where
M =M ′�ϕ = N ′�ϕ = N .
Let M ′ ⊗MM |= �. Because ϕ is explicitly defined by E ′, there exists E� ⊆

Sen(ΣM ) such that E ′ |= (∀� ′)(ϕ1(E�)⇔ �). Therefore M ′ |= E ′ implies M ′ |=
(∀� ′)(ϕ1(E�)⇔ �). BecauseM ′ ⊗MM is a � ′-expansion ofM ′, we get thatM ′ ⊗
MM |= ϕ1(E�) ⇔ �, which means thatM ′ ⊗MM |= ϕ1(E�). By the Satisfaction
Condition applied successively in both directions we get thatNN =MM |= E� and
that N ′ ⊗ NN |= ϕ1(E�). But N ′ |= E ′ implies N ′ |= (∀� ′)(ϕ1(E�) ⇔ �), which
further implies that N ′ ⊗ NN |= ϕ1(E�) ⇔ �. Since we have already shown that
N ′ ⊗NN |= ϕ1(E�), we deduce thatN ′ ⊗NN |= �.
Because in this case the choice between M ′ and N ′ is immaterial, we have that
M ′ ⊗MM ≡ N ′ ⊗NN . �
Remark 3.10. Notice that our usage of elementary diagrams here does involve
only the elementary extensions �Σ(M ) : Σ → ΣM and the existence of MM as a
‘canonical’ �Σ(M )-expansion ofM . This is weaker than the full requirement of ex-
istence of elementary diagrams and can be fulfilled by institutions with a rather
poor sentence functor, such as QE2(PA) for example. However, the sentence
functor should be rich enough in order to allow the existence of tight signature
morphisms. For example, in an institution with an empty sentence functor, any
signature morphism is explicitly defined (by the empty set of sentences) but not
necessarily implicitly defined.

Therefore by means of the above Proposition 3.9 one can easily establish in the
actual institutions that the implicit definability contains the explicit definability. The
real definability problem is thus given by the reverse implication, which constitutes
the topic of the rest of our paper.
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Definition 3.11. A signaturemorphism ϕ has the (finite) definability property iff
a theory defines ϕ (finitely) explicitly whenever it defines ϕ implicitly.

Before focusing on various methods for obtaining the definability property, let us
give without proof6 some structural properties of definability:

Proposition 3.12. 1. In any institution the classes of signature morphisms
which are defined implicitly/explicitly form a category.

2. Moreover, if the institution is semi-exact, these classes of signaturemorphisms
are also stable under pushouts.

3. In any semi-exact institution with universalD -quantification for a class D of
signature morphisms which is stable under pushouts, for any pushout square
of signature morphisms

Σ
ϕ ��

�

��

Σ′

�′

��
Σ1 ϕ1

�� Σ′1

such that � ∈ D and is conservative, ϕ has the definability property with
respect to E ′ whenever ϕ1 has the definability property with respect to � ′(E ′).

§4. Definability via interpolation. In classical model theory, Beth definability
theorem is often presented as one of the applications of Craig interpolation [11, 30].
In this section we develop an institution-independent proof of Beth theorem based
on interpolation properties. Let us first recall how interpolation is conceptualised
at the level of arbitrary institutions.
For any classes L andR of signature morphisms in an institution I , the insti-
tution has the Craig-Robinson 〈L , R〉-interpolation property, if for any pushout in
Sig such that ϕ1 ∈ L and ϕ2 ∈ R , any set of Σ1-sentences E1 and any sets of Σ2-
sentences E2 and Γ2 with �1(E1)∪ �2(Γ2) |= �2(E2) there exists a set of Σ-sentences
E (called the interpolant) such that E1 |= ϕ1(E) and ϕ2(E) ∪ Γ2 |= E2.

Σ

ϕ2

��

ϕ1 �� Σ1

�1

��
Σ2

�2

�� Σ′

The restriction given by Γ2 being empty is called Craig 〈L , R〉-interpolation.
This generalises the conventional formulations of interpolation in several ways:
• From intersection-union squares of signatures to classes of pushout squares.
While the unsorted sub-institution of FOL has Craig-Robinson interpolation
for all pushout squares [22], (many sorted)FOL has it only for thosewhere one
component is an (i∗∗)-morphism [25], and HCL and EQL only have Craig
interpolation for pushout squares where R is the class of (iii)-morphisms
[43, 16].

6As these will not be used anywhere else in our work we prefer to leave the proofs of these properties
as exercises for the interested reader.
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• Using sets of sentences rather than single sentences accommodates interpo-
lation results for equational logic [43] as well as for other institutions having
Birkhoff-style axiomatizability properties [16]. However it is easy to notice
thatwhenE2 consists of a single sentence, if the institution is compact, then the
interpolant can be chosen finite, and if the institution has finite conjunctions
too, then the interpolant can also be chosen to be a single sentence.
• Craig-Robinson interpolation strengthen Craig interpolation by adding to
the ‘primary’ premises E1 a set Γ2 (of Σ2-sentences) as ‘secondary’ premises.
Craig-Robinson interpolation plays an important role in specification lan-
guage theory, see [4, 21, 22]. The name “Craig-Robinson” interpolation has
been used for instances of this property in [46, 52, 22] and “strong Craig
interpolation” in [21]. One can prove that in any institution which has impli-
cations and is compact, Craig-Robinson interpolation is equivalent to Craig
interpolation [22].

Theorem 4.1. In any semi-exact (compact) institution having Craig-Robinson
(L ,R)-interpolation for classesL andR of signaturemorphisms which are stable
under pushouts, any signature morphism in L ∩ R has the (finite) definability
property.

Proof. Let (ϕ : Σ → Σ′) ∈ L ∩R be defined implicitly by E ′ ⊆ Sen(Σ′). We
consider the pushout of ϕ with an arbitrary signature morphism � : Σ → Σ1 and a
Σ′1-sentence �.

Σ
ϕ ��

�

��

Σ′

�′

��
Σ1 ϕ1

�� Σ′1

Now we consider the pushout of ϕ1 with itself:

Σ1
ϕ1 ��

ϕ1

��

Σ′1

�1

��
Σ′1 �2

�� Σ′′

Let us show that �1(� ′(E ′)) ∪ �1(�) ∪ �2(� ′(E ′)) |=Σ′′ �2(�). Consider a Σ′′-
model M ′′ |= �1(� ′(E ′)) ∪ �1(�) ∪ �2(� ′(E ′)). We have that (M ′′��1��′)�ϕ =
(M ′′��1�ϕ1 )�� = (M ′′��2�ϕ1)�� = (M ′′��2��′)�ϕ . By the Satisfaction Condition we
have that (M ′′��1 )��′ |= E ′ and (M ′′��2 )��′ |= E ′. By the implicit definability of ϕ,
we get that (M ′′��1 )��′ = (M ′′��2 )��′ . Since we also have (M ′′��1 )�ϕ1 = (M ′′��2)�ϕ1 ,
by the semi-exactness we get M ′′��1 = M ′′��2 . By the Satisfaction Condition
M ′′ |= �1(�) impliesM ′′��2 =M ′′��1 |= � which further impliesM ′′ |= �2(�).
Now because ϕ ∈ L ∩R andL andR are stable under pushouts, we have that
ϕ1 ∈L ∩R , and by Craig-Robinson interpolation (and compactness) there exists
(finite) E� ⊆ Sen(Σ1) such that � ′(E ′) ∪ {�} |= ϕ1(E�) and � ′(E ′) ∪ ϕ1(E�) |= �,
which just means that � ′(E ′) |= � ⇔ ϕ1(E�). At this point, it follows immediately
that E ′ |= (∀� ′)(� ⇔ ϕ1(E�)). �
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Corollary 4.2. In (many sorted) FOL, any (i∗∗)-morphism of signatures has
the finite definability property.

Proof. Let § be the class of (i∗∗)-morphisms of signatures. From [8, 17, 25]
we know that FOL has Craig 〈§, §〉-interpolation, hence it has Craig-Robinson
〈§, §〉-interpolation (because FOL has implications and is compact; see [22]). �
Remark 4.3. Because tight signaturemorphisms inFOL are the (s∗∗)-morphisms
of signatures, it means that the equivalence between implicit and explicit definability
holds in FOL for the (b∗∗)-morphisms of signatures.

§5. Definability via axiomatizability. Definability Theorem 4.1 relies on Craig-
Robinson interpolation, which does not hold for institutions having strong axiom-
atizability properties, such as HCL and EQL. In this section we develop another
definability result which relies on axiomatizability properties and which can be
applied to a series of actual situations when Craig-Robinson interpolation fails.
The so-called ‘Birkhoff institutions’ of [16] define an abstract concept of Birkhoff-
style axiomatizability in arbitrary institutions going well beyond the classical ax-
iomatizability results for (quasi-)varieties. They had been used in [16] as a basis
for developing an institution-independent proof of Craig interpolation theorem by
dependency of axiomatizability properties.
Filtered products. Recall that a poset (i.e., partially ordered set) (J,≤) is directed
when to any two elements i and j there exists an element k such that i ≤ k and
j ≤ k. A colimit of a functor D : J → C is directed when J is a directed poset.
Let C be a category with small products and directed colimits. Consider a
family of objects {Ai}i∈I . Each filter F over the set of indices I determines a
functor AF : F → C such that AF (J ⊂ J ′) = pJ ′,J :

∏
i∈J ′ Ai →

∏
i∈J Ai for each

J, J ′ ∈ F with J ⊂ J ′, and with pJ ′,J being the canonical projection.
Then the filtered product of {Ai}i∈I modulo F is the colimit 
 : AF ⇒

∏
F Ai of

the functor AF . ∏
i∈J ′ Ai

pJ′ ,J ��


J′ ���
��

��
��

�

∏
i∈J Ai


J����
��

��
��

∏
F Ai

If F is an ultrafilter then the filtered product modulo F is called an ultraproduct.
Notice that F is a directed poset, hence under our assumptions the filtered
products always exist. The filtered product construction from classicalmodel theory
(see Chapter 4 of [11]) has been probably defined categorically for the first time in
[34] and has been used in some abstract model theoretic works, such as [1]. The
equivalence between the category theoretic and the set theoretic definitions of the
filtered products is shown in [29].7

7However this relies upon an appropriate concept of model homomorphism avoiding the usual
classical model theoretic restrictions to ‘embeddings’ (i.e., closed inclusive model homomorphisms) or
even to ‘elementary embeddings’. In fact it is easy to see that the categorical filtered products makes
essential use of projections, which are rather far from any concept of model ‘embedding’.
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Given a class F of filters, for each class K ⊆ |C| of objects in the category C

let FK be the class of all filtered products modulo F of models from K for all
filters F ∈ F , i.e., F K = {∏F Ai | F ∈ F filter over some set of indices I and
Ai ∈ K for each i ∈ I }. Notice that F K is the closure of K under products when
F = {{I } | I set} and it is the closure under isomorphisms when F = {{{∗}}}.
Birkhoff institutions. Recall from [16] that (Sig,Sen,Mod, |=,F ,B) is a Birkhoff
institution if and only if
1. (Sig,Sen,Mod, |=) is an institution such that the category of models Mod(Σ)
has filtered products for each signature Σ ∈ |Sig|,

2. F is a class of filters with {{∗}} ∈ F , and
3. BΣ ⊆ |Mod(Σ)| × |Mod(Σ)| is a reflexive binary relation for each signature
Σ ∈ |Sig|

such that

M
∗∗ = B−1

Σ (FM)

for each signature Σ and each class of Σ-modelsM ⊆ |Mod(Σ)|.
Here we slightly strenghten8 the original concept of Birkhoff institution intro-
duced in [16] by imposing thatB is closed under isomorphisms, i.e.,BΣ;∼=Σ = BΣ =∼=Σ;BΣ for each signature Σ.
Notation 5.1. Given a class H ⊆ C of arrows (morphisms) of the category C,
we define the (class) relation H→ ⊆ |C| × |C| by a H→ b if and only if there exists an
arrow h : a → b with h ∈ H . The inverse (H→)−1 is denoted as H←.
Example 5.2. The following is a rather short list of Birkhoff institutions obtained
as sub-institutions of FOL∞,� by varying the type of sentences and via various well-
known axiomatizability results:

institution B F

FOL ≡ all ultrafilters
FOL ultraradicals (see [42]) all ultrafilters
PL = all ultrafilters

universal (or quantifier-free) FOL-sentences Sc→ all ultrafilters

universal FOL∞,�-sentences
Sc→ {{{∗}}}

HCL∞
Sc→ {{I } | I set}

HCL Sc→ all filters

universal FOL-atoms Hr←; Sc→ {{I } | I set}
EQL Hr←; Sw→ {{I } | I set}
∀∨ Hs←; Sc→ all ultrafilters

∀∨∞ Hs←; Sc→ {{{∗}}}
∀∃ (universal-existential FOL-sentences) sandwiches (see [11]) all ultrafilters.

where a model homomorphism h : M → N for a signature (S, F, P) is closed when
M� = h−1(N�), and strong when h(M�) = N�, for each arity w ∈ S∗ and each
8But without really narrowing the actual examples.
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relation symbol � ∈ Pw , and where we let Hr denote the class of surjective, Hs the
class of strong surjective, Hc the class of closed surjective, Sw the class of injective,
and Sc the class of closed injective9 model homomorphisms.
A complete list of FOL-based Birkhoff institutions can be obtained by using
results from [2, 41].

Example 5.3. A large list of PA-based Birkhoff institutions can be also obtained
from [2, 41]; here we list only few of them:

institution B F

PA ≡ all ultrafilters

universal PA-sentences Sc→ all ultrafilters

QE(PA) Sc→ {{I } | I set}
QE�(PA) Sc→ all filters

QE1(PA)
Sf→ {{I } | I set}

QE�1 (PA) = QE
�(PA) ∩QE1(PA) Sf→ all filters

QE2(PA)
Sw→ {{I } | I set}

QE�2 (PA) = QE
�(PA) ∩QE2(PA) Sw→ all filters

E(PA) (universal existence equations) Hr←; Sc→ {{I } | I set}
E1(PA) = E(PA) ∩QE1(PA) Hr←; Sf→ {{I } | I set}
E2(PA) = E(PA) ∩QE2(PA) Hr←; Sw→ {{I } | I set}

where Sw is the class of all injective homomorphisms, Sc is the class of all closed
injective homomorphisms h : A→ B (i.e., A�(a) is defined if B�(h(a)) is defined),
Sf of all full injective homomorphisms h : A → B (i.e., A�(a) = a0 if B�(h(a)) =
h(a0) for a, a0 ∈ A), andHr of surjective homomorphisms.
Also, the general axiomatizability results of [2] can be easily applied for obtaining
Birkhoff institutions out of recent algebraic specification logics such as membership
algebra [37], rewriting logic [36], multi-algebras for non-determinism [32], etc. In
dependence of Birkhoff-style axiomatizability results many other examples can be
developed for various institutions in algebraic specification, computing science, or
logic.
The abstract Beth definability via axiomatizability relies on a ‘lifting’ condition
of the signature morphism.

Definition 5.4. Givena family of relationsR={RΣ ⊆ |Mod(Σ)|×|Mod(Σ)|}Σ∈|Sig|
indexed by the category of the signatures of an institution, a signature morphism
ϕ: Σ→ Σ′
• lifts R iff for each Σ′-modelM ′ and each Σ-modelN , if 〈M ′�ϕ, N〉 ∈ RΣ then
there exists N ′ a ϕ-expansion of N such that 〈M ′, N ′〉 ∈ RΣ′ , and
• lifts weakly R iff for each Σ′-model M ′ and N ′, if 〈M ′�ϕ, N ′�ϕ〉 ∈ RΣ then
there exists P′ a ϕ-expansion of N ′�ϕ such that 〈M ′, P′〉 ∈ RΣ′ .

Remark 5.5. A signaturemorphism lifts weakly a family of relationsRwhenever
it lifts R.

9In [3] these are called ‘strong’ rather than ‘closed’.
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The (non-weakly) lifting concept of Definition 5.4 has been defined and used
in [16], however it is important to notice that Theorem 5.6 below uses the lifting
condition in a reverse direction than the main result of [16], a fact which suggests
that contrary to what happens in Theorem 4.1 the definability result of Theorem
5.6 below is not caused by an interpolation property.

Theorem 5.6. Consider a (compact) semi-exact Birkhoff institution (Sig,Sen,
Mod, |=,F ,B) and a class S ⊆ Sig of signature morphisms which is stable under
pushouts and such that for each ϕ ∈ S
• Mod(ϕ) preserves filtered products (of models), and
• ϕ lifts weaklyB−1.

Then any signature morphism in S has the (finite) definability property.

Proof. Let ϕ ∈ S . If ϕ : Σ → Σ′ is implicitly defined by E ′, then we show it
is (finitely) explicitly defined by E ′ too. Therefore consider any pushout square of

signature morphisms for the span Σ1 Σ
��� ϕ ��Σ′

Σ
ϕ ��

�

��

Σ′

�′

��
Σ1 ϕ1

�� Σ′1

and any � ∈ Sen(Σ′1).
By the hypotheses on the Birkhoff institution we have that ϕ1 lifts weakly B−1

and preserves filtered products. Let us denote Mod(Σ′1, �
′(E ′) ∪ {�}) by M′

1. We
define E� as (M′

1�ϕ1 )∗.
We first show � ′(E ′) ∪ {�} |= ϕ1(E�). ConsiderM ′

1 a model of �
′(E ′) ∪ �. This

implies thatM ′
1�ϕ1 ∈ M′

1�ϕ1 and because E� is satisfied by all models in M′
1�ϕ1 we

have thatM ′
1�ϕ1 |= E�. By the Satisfaction Condition we obtain thatM ′

1 |= ϕ1(E�).
Now we show that � ′(E ′) ∪ ϕ1(E�) |= �. Consider M ′

1 a Σ
′
1-model satis-

fying � ′(E ′) ∪ ϕ1(E�). By the Satisfaction Condition we have that M ′
1�ϕ1 |=

E� = (M′
1�ϕ1)∗. Because of the conditions on our Birkhoff institution M ′

1�ϕ1 ∈
(M′
1�ϕ1 )∗∗ = B−1

Σ1
(F (M′

1�ϕ1)). By considering the following:
• F (M′

1�ϕ1) = ∼=Σ1((FM
′
1)�ϕ1 ) because ϕ1 preserves filtered products,

• ∼=Σ1;B−1
Σ1
= B−1

Σ1
becauseB is closed under isomorphisms,

• FM
′
1 ⊆ B−1

Σ′1
(FM

′
1) becauseB is reflexive, and

• B−1
Σ′1
(FM′

1) =M′
1 becauseM′

1 is elementary.

it results that

M ′
1�ϕ1 ∈ B−1

Σ1
(F (M′

1�ϕ1 )) = B−1
Σ1
(∼=Σ1((FM

′
1)�ϕ1 ))

= B−1
Σ1
((FM

′
1)�ϕ1 ) ⊆ B−1

Σ1
(M′
1�ϕ1 ).

This implies that there exists a Σ′1-model N
′
1 satisfying �

′(E ′) ∪ {�} and such that
〈M ′
1�ϕ1 , N ′

1�ϕ1〉 ∈ BΣ1 . Because ϕ1 lifts B−1 it exists a Σ′1-model P
′
1 such that

P′
1�ϕ1 =M ′

1�ϕ1 and 〈P′
1, N

′
1〉 ∈ BΣ′1 .
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Because {{{∗}}} ∈ F we have that B−1
Σ′1
(M′
1) ⊆ B−1

Σ′1
(FM′

1) = M′
1. From

P′
1 ∈ B−1

Σ′1
(N ′
1) ⊆ B−1

Σ′1
(M′
1) we therefore get that P

′
1 ∈ M′

1 which means that

P′
1 |= � ′(E ′) ∪ {�}.
FromM ′

1, P
′
1 |= � ′(E ′)we have thatM ′

1��′ , P′
1��′ |= E ′ andbecauseϕ is implicitly

defined by E ′ and (M ′
1��′)�ϕ =M ′

1�ϕ1�� = P′
1�ϕ1�� = (P′

1��′)�ϕ we obtainM ′
1��′ =

P′
1��′ . By the semi-exactness, fromM ′

1�ϕ1 = P′
1�ϕ1 andM ′

1��′ = P′
1��′ we get that

M ′
1 = P

′
1. ThusM

′
1 |= �.

We have therefore showed that � ′(E ′)∪{�} |= ϕ1(E�) and � ′(E ′)∪ϕ1(E�) |= �.
Moreover, when the institution is compact, E� can be chosen finite. Thus � ′(E ′) |=
� ⇔ ϕ1(E�), which implies that E ′ |= (∀� ′)(� ⇔ ϕ1(E�)). �
Remark 5.7. This definability result relies primarily on the Birkhoff-style axiom-
atizability property of the institution. Secondarily, it relies on the lifting condition
of theBirkhoff relation, which in the actual Birkhoff institutions is the core technical
condition which should be established in order to obtain the definability property.
The other conditions are very mild or even trivial in the applications. The preserva-
tion of filtered products by the model reduct functor follows in general from preser-
vation of direct products and directed colimits. Preservation of direct products of
models follows from the existence of free models along signature morphisms (since
right adjoint functors preserve all limits) which can be established easily even at an
institution-independent level by making use of elementary diagrams [15]. Preserva-
tion of directed colimits of models is a consequence of the finiteness of the arities of
the symbols of the signatures, in fact under this condition themodel reduct functors
create directed colimits (see [33] for the special case of general (total) algebra).

We now illustrate the applicability of Theorem 5.6 with the sub-institutions of
FOL listed by Example 5.2 and of PA listed by Example 5.3.

Proposition 5.8. In FOL, any (bbi)-morphism of signatures lifts Sw←, Sc←, Hr→, and
Hs→, and any (ss∗)-morphism of signatures lifts weakly Sw← and Sc←.
Proof. Assume ϕ : (S, F, P)→ (S′, F ′, P′) is a (bbi)-morphism.
Let h : N →M ′�ϕ be an injective (S, F, P)-model homomorphism. We defineN ′

to be the unique ϕ-expansion ofN such thatN ′
� = h

−1(M ′
�) for each � ∈ P′ \ϕ(P).

Then h′ : N ′ →M ′, the unique ϕ-expansion of h, is an injective (S′, F ′, P′)-model
homomorphism. Moreover, if h : N ↪→M ′�ϕ is closed, then h′ : N ′ ↪→M ′ is closed
too.
Now let h : M ′�ϕ → N be a surjective (S, F, P)-model homomorphism. Wedefine
N ′ to be the uniqueϕ-expansion ofN such thatN ′

� = h(M
′
�) for each � ∈ P′\ϕ(P).

Then h′ : M ′ → N ′, the unique ϕ-expansion of h, is also a surjective (S′, F ′, P′)-
model homomorphism. Moreover, if h : M ′�ϕ → N is strong, then h′ : M ′ → N ′

is strong too.
Now we assume ϕ : (S, F, P)→ (S′, F ′, P′) is a (ss∗)-morphism.
Let h : N ′�ϕ →M ′�ϕ be an injective (S, F, P)-model homomorphism. We define
Q′ to be the unique (S′, F ′, P′)-expansion ofN ′�(S′,F ′,ϕ(P)) such thatQ′

� = h
−1(M ′

�)
for each � ∈ P′ \ ϕ(P). Then h′ : Q′ → M ′ defined by h′

ϕ(s) = hs for each s ∈ S
is well defined and is an injective (S′, F ′, P′)-model homomorphism. Moreover, if
h : N ′�ϕ →M ′�ϕ is closed, then h : Q′ ↪→M ′ is closed too. �
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Corollary 5.9. We have the foolowing table of definability results:
institution signature morphism definability property
HCL ss∗ finite definability
HCL∞ ss∗ definability
universal FOL-sentences ss∗ finite definability
universal FOL∞,�-sentences ss∗ definability
universal FOL-atoms bbi finite definability
∀∨ bbi finite definability
∀∨∞ bbi definability

Proof. From Example 5.2 and Theorem 5.6, because the composition of a rela-
tion lifted weakly by ϕ with a relation lifted by ϕ gets a relation lifted weakly by ϕ,
because every model reduct functor preserves direct products and directed colimits,
and by taking into consideration the compactness property of each institution. �

Proposition 5.10. In PA, any (bbi)-morphism of signatures lifts Sw← and Sf← and
any (ss∗)-morphism of signatures lifts weakly Sw← and Sf←.
Proof. Assume ϕ : (S,TF,PF) → (S′,TF′,PF′) is a (bbi)-morphism. Let
h : B → A′�ϕ be an injective (S,TF,PF)-algebra homomorphism, i.e., h ∈ Sw .
We define B ′ to be the unique ϕ-expansion of B such that

B ′
�(b) =

{
A′
�(h(b)) if A′

�(h(b)) defined and A
′
�(h(b)) ∈ h(B),

undefined otherwise

for each � ∈ PF′ \ ϕ(PF). Then h′ : B ′ → A′, the unique ϕ-expansion of h, is an
injective (S′,TF′,PF′)-algebra homomorphism. Moreover, if h : B → A′�ϕ is full,
then h′ : B ′ → A′ is full too.
Now we assume ϕ : (S,TF,PF)→ (S′,TF′,PF′) is an (ss∗)-morphism.
Let h : B ′�ϕ → A′�ϕ be an injective (S,TF,PF)-algebra homomorphism, i.e.,
h ∈ Sw . Let C ′ be the (S′,TF′,PF′)-expansion of B ′�(S′,TF′,ϕ(PF)) such that the
graph of C ′

� is empty for each � ∈ PF′ \ ϕ(PF).
If h ∈ Sf , then we define C ′ to be the unique (S′,TF′,PF′)-expansion of
B ′�(S′,TF′,ϕ(PF)) such that h(C ′

�(c)) = A
′
�(c) for each � ∈ PF′ϕ(w)→ϕ(s) \ ϕ(PFw→s )

and c ∈ C ′
ϕ(w) such thatA

′
�(c) ∈ h(C ′

ϕ(s)). Then h
′ : C ′ → A′ defined by h′

ϕ(s) = hs
for each s ∈ S is well defined and is an injective (S′,TF′,PF′)-algebra homo-
morphism. Moreover, if h : B ′�ϕ → A′�ϕ is full, we get that h′ : C ′ → A′ is full
too. �
Remark 5.11. The (bbi)-morphisms do not lift weakly neither the closed subal-

gebra relation Sc← nor Hr→.
Corollary 5.12. We have the foolowing table of definability results:

institution signature morphism definability property
QE�1 (PA) ss∗ finite definability
QE�2 (PA) ss∗ finite definability
QE1(PA) ss∗ definability
QE1(PA) ss∗ definability
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Proof. From Example 5.3 and Theorem 5.6, by the same argument as the proof
of Corollary 5.9. �
Remark 5.13. While E1(PA), QE1(PA) and QE�1 (PA) have the elementary dia-
grams of PA,E2(PA),QE2(PA) andQE�2 (PA) do not. This means that forE2(PA),
QE2(PA) andQE�2 (PA), the inclusion of the explicit definability into the implicit de-
finability cannot be established by means of Proposition 3.9. Moreover, in E2(PA),
QE2(PA) andQE�2 (PA), the interpretation of an implicitly defined partial operation
symbol is always empty.

§6. Borrowing definability. In this section we develop amethod which establishes
the definability property rather indirectly by lifting and solving the definability
problem to a different institution where the definability results are better known or
easier to solve. Then the result is translated back to the original institution. Similar
‘borrowing’ methods have been used frequently in institution-independent model
and specification theory, most notably, but not only, in [10] and [39].
For this we have to be able to map structurally between institutions. In the lit-
erature there are several concepts of such structure preserving mappings between
institutions. The original one, introduced by [26], is adequate for encoding a ‘for-
getful’ operation from a ‘richer’ institution to a ‘poorer’ one. Howvever, institution
comorphisms [28], previously know as ‘plain map’ in [35] or ‘representation’ in
[50, 51], and capturing the idea of embedding of a ‘poorer’ institution into a ‘richer’
one, serve best our task here.
An institution comorphism (Φ, α, �) : I → I ′ consists of
1. a functor Φ: Sig → Sig′,
2. a natural transformation α : Sen⇒ Φ;Sen′, and
3. a natural transformation � : Φop;Mod′ ⇒ Mod

such that the following satisfaction condition holds

M ′ |=′
Φ(Σ) αΣ(e) iff �Σ(M

′) |=Σ e
for each signature Σ ∈ |Sig|, for each Φ(Σ)-modelM ′, and each Σ-sentence e.

Example 6.1. The canonical embedding of equational logic EQL into first or-
der logic can be expressed as a comorphism (Φ, α, �) : EQL → FOL such that
Φ(S, F ) = (S, F, ∅), α regards any equation as a first order sentence, and �(S,F ) :
ModFOL(S, F, ∅) → ModEQL(S, F ) is the trivial isomorphism which regards any
(S, F, ∅)-model as an (S, F )-algebra.
Example 6.2. EQL can embedded into the institution PA of partial algebra by
means of the canonical comorphism which maps an algebraic signature (S, F ) to
the partial algebra signature (S, F, ∅).
A rather different class of examples of comorphisms expresses the encoding of a
‘richer’, more complex, institution into a simpler one. Such encoding comorphisms
are meaningful for our definability borrowing method because we would like to
borrow definability from a simpler institution to a more complex one.

Example 6.3. The institution PA of partial algebras can be encoded into the
institution FOLT of the theories of first order logic by the following comorphism:
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• EachPA signature (S,TF,PF) getsmapped to theFOL theory ((S,TF,PF),Γ)
such that PFw→s = PFw→s for each w ∈ S∗ and s ∈ S, and

Γ = {(∀X  {y, z})�(X, y) ∧ �(X, z)⇒ (y = z) | � ∈ PF}
• Each (S,TF,PF)-modelM getsmapped to the (S,TF,PF)-algebra �(M ) such
that �(M )x =Mx for each x ∈ S or x ∈ TF, and �(M )�(m) = m0 when � ∈
PF and (m,m0) ∈M� . (Notice that each (S,TF,PF)-model homomorphism
h : M → N is a (S,TF,PF)-algebra homomorphism too.)
• α preserves the quantifications and the logical connectives, and

α(t e= t′) = (∃X  {x0})bind (t, x0) ∧ bind (t′, x0)
where for each (S,TF,PF)-term t and variable x, bind (t, x) is a (finite) con-
junction of atoms defined by

bind (�(t1 . . . tn), x) =
∧
1≤i≤n

bind (ti , xi) ∧
{
�(x1, . . . , xn) = x when � ∈ TF,
�(x1, . . . , xn, x) when � ∈ PF

andX is the set of the new constants introducedby bind (t, x0) and bind (t′, x0).

(Theproof of theSatisfactionConditionuses the fact thatM |=(∃X{x0})bind (t, x0)
if and only if �(M )t =M ′

x0 where M
′ is the unique expansion of M that satisfies

bind (t, x0).)

It is interesting to notice at this point that there is another more conventional
encoding comorphism PA→ FOLT which maps all PA operation symbols (total or
partial) to FOL operation symbols (see [39]), however that one will not be adequate
for the purpose of this section.

Definition 6.4. Let (Φ, α, �) : I → I ′ be an institution comorphism. A
I -signature morphism ϕ : Σ1 → Σ2 is (Φ, α, �)-precise whenever the function
Mod′(Φ(Σ2))→ Mod′(Φ(Σ1))×Mod(Σ2) mapping eachM ′

2 to 〈M ′
2�Φ(ϕ), �Σ2(M ′

2)〉
is injective.
The comorphism(Φ, α, �) isprecisewhen eachI -signaturemorphism is (Φ, α, �)-
precise.

Fact 6.5. The canonical embedding comorphisms EQL → FOL and EQL →
PA and the encoding comorphism PA→ FOLT are trivially precise.
Proposition 6.6. Let (Φ, α, �) : I → I ′ be an institution comorphism. Then
for any (Φ, α, �)-precise signature morphism ϕ and theory E ′, Φ(ϕ) is defined
implicitly by α(E ′) if ϕ is defined implicitly by a E ′.

Proof. Let ϕ : Σ→ Σ′ be a (Φ, α, �)-precise signature morphism.
Assume ϕ is defined implicitly by a E ′, and let M ′

1,M
′
2 ∈ |Mod′(Φ(Σ′), α(E ′))|

such that M ′
1�Φ(ϕ) = M ′

2�Φ(ϕ). Because ϕ is (Φ, α, �)-precise, if we show that
�Σ′(M ′

1) = �Σ′(M
′
2) then we can deduce thatM

′
1 =M

′
2.

But by the Satisfaction Condition for (Φ, α, �), �Σ′(M ′
1), �Σ′ (M

′
2) |= E ′, and

�Σ′(M ′
1)�ϕ = �Σ(M ′

1�Φ(ϕ)) = �Σ(M ′
2�Φ(ϕ)) = �Σ′(M ′

2)�ϕ by the naturality of � .
Because ϕ is defined implicitly by E ′, we obtain that �Σ′(M ′

1) = �Σ′(M
′
2). �
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Definition 6.7. An institution comorphism (Φ, α, �) : I → I ′ is conservative
when for each I -signature Σ, each Σ-model has at least one �Σ-expansion, i.e., �Σ
is surjective.

Fact 6.8. The comorphisms EQL → FOL, EQL → PA and PA → FOLT are
trivially conservative.

Proposition 6.9. Let (Φ, α, �) : I → I ′ be a conservative institution comor-
phism such that Φ preserves pushouts and α is surjective modulo the semantic
equivalence |=|.
Then any I -signature morphism ϕ is defined (finitely) explicitly by a theory E ′

if Φ(ϕ) is defined (finitely) explicitly by α(E ′).

Proof. Assume Φ(ϕ) is defined explicitly by α(E ′) and let

Σ
ϕ ��

�

��

Σ′

�′

��
Σ1 ϕ1

�� Σ′1

be any pushout of the span Σ1 Σ
��� ϕ ��Σ′ of signature morphisms and let

� ∈ Sen(Σ′1).
Because Φ preserves pushouts we have that

Φ(Σ)
Φ(ϕ) ��

Φ(�)
��

Φ(Σ′)

Φ(�′)
��

Φ(Σ1)
Φ(ϕ1)

�� Φ(Σ′1)

is a pushout in Sig′.
Because Φ(ϕ) is defined (finitely) explicitly by αΣ′(E ′), there exists (finite)
EαΣ′1 (�)

⊆ Sen′(Φ(Σ1)) such that αΣ′(E ′) |= (∀Φ(� ′))(αΣ′1 (�) ⇔ Φ(ϕ1)(EαΣ′1 (�))).
Notice that E� is finite whenever EαΣ′1 (�)

is finite.

We show that E ′ |= (∀� ′)(� ⇔ ϕ1(E�)) where E� is chosen such that αΣ1(E�) |=|
EαΣ′1 (�)

, which is possible becauseαΣ1 is surjectivemodulo semantical equivalence |=|.
Let us first notice that becauseα preserves⇔ and because it is natural, (αΣ′1 (�)⇔
Φ(ϕ1)(EαΣ′1 (�)

)) |=| αΣ′1 (� ⇔ ϕ1(E�)). Therefore it is enough to show thatαΣ′(E ′) |=
(∀Φ(� ′))αΣ′1 (e) implies E ′ |= (∀� ′)e for each Σ′1-sentence e.
We assume αΣ′(E ′) |= (∀Φ(� ′))αΣ′1 (e). By the Satisfaction Condition and the
definition of quantifier satisfaction, this is equivalent to Φ(� ′)(αΣ′(E ′)) |= αΣ′1 (e).
By the naturality of α, this is equivalent to αΣ′1 (�

′(E ′)) |= αΣ′1 (e). From the
conservativity of � we get that � ′(E ′) |= e. Again by the Satisfaction Condition
and the definiton of quantifier satisfaction we get that E ′ |= (∀� ′)e. �
Corollary 6.10. Under theassumptionsofProposition6.9, any (Φ, α, �)-precise
signaturemorphismϕ has the definability property if Φ(ϕ) has the definability prop-
erty.
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Fact 6.11. A theory morphism ϕ : (Σ, E) → (Σ′, E ′) is defined implicitly, re-
spectively (finitely) explicitly, by E ′′ in the institution of theories I T if and only if
ϕ : Σ → Σ′ is defined implicitly, respectively (finitely) explicitly, by E ′ ∪ E ′′ in the
base institutionI .
Consequently, ϕ has the (finite) definability property in the institution of theories
if and only if it has the (finite) definability property in the base institution.

The following Corollary borrows definability results from FOL to PA. Notice
that the result of 2. has already been obtained by Corollary 5.12.

Corollary 6.12. 1. Any (i∗∗)-morphism of signatures has the finite definabil-
ity property in PA.

2. Any (ss∗)-morphism of signatures has the definability property in QE1(PA)
and QE�1 (PA).

Proof. 1. By Corollary 4.2 any FOL signature morphism which is sort injective
has the finite definability property, and consequently in FOLT too (by Fact 6.11).
We apply Corollary 6.10 to the encoding comorphism PA → FOLT of Example
6.3, which is precise (Fact 6.5) and conservative (Fact 6.8). It is also easy to
see that Φ preserves pushouts. α is surjective modulo |=| because it preserves the
quantifications and the logical connectives, and because it is surjective on the atoms
(α(t e= t′) |=| (t = t′) for each equational (S,TF,PF)-atom and α(�(t1, . . . , tn) e=
t) |=| �(t1, . . . , tn, t) for each relational (S,TF,PF)-atom.)
2. The following argument forQE�1 (PA) can be extended easily toQE1(PA) too,
hence we focus only to QE�1 (PA).
By Corollary 5.9 any FOL signature morphism which is surjective on the sorts
and on the total operation symbols has the finite definability property inHCL, and
consequently in HCLT too (by Fact 6.11).
Let us consider the restriction of the encoding comorphism PA → FOLT to
QE�1 (PA). Notice that Φ(S,TF,PF) is a HCL-theory for each PA signature
(S,TF,PF).
The crucial point of this argument is that for each QE�1 (PA) sentence �, α(�) is
semantically equivalent to a set of HCL sentences. In order to establish this, it is
enough to establish thatα(�) is preserved by all filtered products and closed injective
homomorphisms (see Example 5.2). The preservation by filtered products comes
immediately as a consequence of � ’s being isomorphisms. Now let us consider a
closed injective homomorphism h : M → N such that N |= α(�). We have that
�(h) is full injective homomorphism and that �(N) |= �. Because QE�1 sentences
are preserved by full injective homomorphisms, �(M ) |= �, henceM |= α(�).
Finally, concerning the surjectivity modulo |=| of the sentence translations, by
using the surjectivity on the atoms described at 1., it is easy to see that for eachHCL
sentence �, there exists a QE�1 sentence �

′ such that α(�′) |=| �. �
Remark 6.13. The result of 2. of Corollary 6.12 cannot be extended to E1(PA)
because eachPA signature gets encoded as aHorn theory rather than as an universal
atomic theory. This obstacle in applying Corollary 6.10 to varieties of partial
algebras is perfectly coherent with the obstacle mentioned in Remark 5.11 (i.e., that
Hr→ does not get lifted) which in this case blocks the application of Theorem 5.6.
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§7. Conclusions. We have generalized the concept of definability from the classi-
cal definability of a symbol to the definability of signature morphisms in arbitrary
institutions. After establishing a natural general and rather mild framework in
which the explicit definability implies the implicit definability, our study has fo-
cused on the hard part of the definability problem, i.e., that implicit definability
implies the explicit one. We have generalized Beth theorem to institutions with
Craig-Robinson interpolation. We have developed a general definability theorem
in institutions supporting Birkhoff style axiomatizability properties. We have seen
that the main condition setting the limits in the applications of this theorem, is
in some sense the opposite of the corresponding condition underlying the inter-
polation via axiomatizability result of [16]; this can be regarded as an indication
that interpolation cannot be used for actual definability problems in this frame-
work.
We have illustrated the power of our general definability results with a list of
applications in fragments of classical model theory and partial algebra, obtaining
some definability results for (quasi-)varieties of models and partial algebras which,
to our knowledge, are new. The same method can be applied to many other
institutions having good Birkhoff-style axiomatizability properties.
Finally, we have developed a general result which borrows definability properties
via an institution comorphism satisfying certain specific properties. By illustrating
this with the example of a comorphism encoding partial algebra signatures as Horn
theories in FOL, we have lifted Beth theorem from first order logic to partial
algebra, and have also recovered the definability results for quasi-varieties of partial
algebras which we had obtained before by the definability via axiomatizability
result.
One future research direction concerns obtaining definability results for themulti-
tude of computing science logics by applying our general results in the style we have
illustrated with our examples here. We think this would be a rather straightforward
enterprise. Another research direction concerns the extension of our definability
via axiomatizability result for covering examples such as definability of operation
symbols in Horn logic or of total operation symbols in quasi-varieties of partial
algebras.
Acknowledgement. We thank the anonymous referee for checking the submitted
version of our paper carefully and competently, which resulted in a correction of a
subtle mathematical error and improvement of the presentation.
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